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Introducing Molly: Distributed
Memory Parallelization with LLVM
Abstract
Programming for distributed memory machines has always been a
tedious task, but necessary because compilers have not been suffi-
ciently able to optimize for such machines themselves. Molly is an
extension to the LLVM compiler toolchain that is able to distribute
and reorganize workload and data if the program is organized in
statically determined loop control-flows. These are represented as
polyhedral integer-point sets that allow program transformations
applied on them. Memory distribution and layout can be declared
by the programmer as needed and the necessary asynchronous MPI
communication is generated automatically. The primary motivation
is to run Lattice QCD simulations on IBM Blue Gene/Q supercom-
puters, but since the implementation is not yet completed, this paper
shows the capabilities on Conway’s Game of Life.
Keywords Distributed memory, LLVM, Polyhedral model, HPC
1. Introduction
Since the standardization of MPI by far most scientific programs
on distributed memory machines are written using this API. In
order to exploit today’s shared memory multicore architectures
the most performant programs are hybrid MPI/OpenMP with the
cost of more complicated programming and program maintenance.
Even worse, different hardware platforms require to completely
reorganize the program for optimal performance. For instance, an
architecture may have a network with high bandwidth but relative
slow CPUswhereas on a second platform it is the other way around.
Optimization for the second may do the same computation on the
receiving and sending node just to avoid saturating the network.
Therefore, writing fast programs may require rewriting the
performance-sensitive parts for every architecture. Which choice of
optimization is the fastest on a particular machine can usually not
be known in advance. Scientific applications exists for the results
they deliver, not for the joy of optimizing them. Hence, although
not very successful in the past, the quest for compiler-driven data
distribution remains worthwhile. Even though no compiler knows
the optimal code for all the cases, it can assist the programmer
by heuristically generating the missing parts once the programmer
chooses the performance-relevant ones.
This work has been driven from the experience of manually
optimizing a program that does Lattice QCD simulation [1, 2]
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for the IBM Blue Gene/Q supercomputer. The data layout was
changed multiple times in order to find out which the fastest one
is. Every time large portions had to be rewritten such that the
overhead remains low for a fair comparison. The different versions
were conceptually similar, which motivated to let the compiler do
the main work using already existing techniques that represent a
program as a polyhedron [3–5].
The core of most Lattice QCD solvers is an 8-point stencil in 4
dimensions with 1320 floating-point operations and 2688 bytes to
read per site update in double precision. It is the most optimized
part and any overhead may significantly slow down the solver
compared to hand-optimized code. A compiler-optimized version
has to be similar to the equivalent manually optimized code in
order to be useful or physicists will continue optimizing code by
hand. Dynamic techniques at runtime such as task scheduling are
therefore off the table.
Usually just the instructions are represented and reordered in
the polyhedral model, although also the elements of an array can be
modeled this way. The alpha language does this to compact array
storage [6, 7]. It is however rarely used to just change the location
of data elements although it is a powerful representation. [8] sug-
gests this for scratchpad memories, this paper for homogeneous
distributed memory machines (DMM).
This work extends the Clang+LLVM [9, 10] compiler toolchain
with a new pass called Molly. The choice fell to LLVM because
(1) it is open source, (2) relatively easily extendable, (3) promotes
link-time optimization (4) it already contains many necessary com-
ponents, especially Polly and (5) can act as a Just-In-Time (JIT)
compiler.
Point (3) is important because reordering storage is an inher-
ently global process. Different components cannot be translated in-
ependently if they do not agree on the data layout of process-wide
data. Polly [11] is the polyhedral optimization subproject of LLVM.
It provides detection of static control parts (SCoPs), is able to op-
timize them and generates code again. Molly intercepts Polly to
modify the SCoPs before code re-generation.
The fifth point is relevant because the current implementation
of Molly requires the size of distributed arrays and the geometry of
compute nodes to be known at compile time. This is because block-
cyclic (or just any interesting) data distribution is not a linear func-
tion. If N is the length of an array, P the number of processors, i
an element of the array array, p a processor number, and l the index
of element i on processor i, then the relation for block-distribution
is i = p(N/P ) + l. The term p(N/P ) is not of the form “constant
times variable” required to be an affine term. p naturally varies in an
MPI/SPMD program, therefore N/P , the block size, must be con-
stant. Future versions may precompute p(N/P ) and parametrize
the SCoP using this newly introduced variable, such that at least
block-distributions do not need to predefined the geometry of the
cluster machine.
The Integer Set Library (ISL) [12] is, despite its name, a library
for sets of vectors of integers and rationals represented as unions of
Z-polyhedra. It is already used by Polly and Molly uses it as well
for indexsets.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview
on other solutions on the same problem. Section 3 introduces the
toolchain and what parts had to be modified for Molly. In Section 4
the main part about how generating communication code is pre-
sented and Section 5 shows this on the example of Conway’s Game
of Life. Experimental execution results are presented in section 6
and possible further developments discussed on Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 summarizes this work.
2. Related Work
In the past, efforts to shift the responsibility of parallelization and
data distribution to the compiler were not very successful. Probably
the most noteworthy project to relief the programmer of the burden
of explicit parallelization is High-Performance Fortran (HPF). To-
day, HPF plays a minor role because of many reasons [13]. One of
them is that compilers promised to optimize code, but could only
do so for specifically structured code. Every compiler could only
optimize a different set of code patterns.
Probably the most similar work is [14]. The authors also build
polyhedral subsets of array indexes that have to be transferred to
different nodes. They call a “communication event” is called a
chunk in this paper. However, their set operations are very different
and also does more advanced techniques like index set splitting
and merge of communication events. Their tool dHPF is a HPF
to Fortran77 with MPI source-to-source compiler and uses the
Omega [15] library for the set operations. It only allows block-
cyclic data distribution and uses the owner-computes policy for
statements. More work of this kind are the Last Write Tree [16]
and [17].
A different kind of optimization partitions the work into tiles
which are then distributed to the nodes [18–20]. The tiles size is
fixed at compile-time, but the number of nodes doesn’t need to
be fixed until runtime. Therefore most of the work uses a notion
of “virtual” processors. Virtual processors are mapped to physical
ones at runtime.
A novel technique has been presented in [21]. It combines
syntactical code analysis with a dynamic part that allows non-static
code behavior such as indirect array accesses. These can normally
not be represented in a SCoP.
Again another approach is to invent a language that has high-
level operators on multi-dimensional arrays. ZPL [22] belongs to
this category. Instead of “accessing the element to the left” there is a
shift operator that moves the entire field one index to the right. Such
languages require rethinking of algorithms, but high-level operators
can be pre-implemented and algebraically optimized efficiently.
The middle way are extensions to existing languages. To name
a few, there is OpenACC, OmpSs, C++ AMP, Universal Parallel C
(UPC), etc. The first three are language extensions that targeting
accelerators like GPUs to offload computation from the main CPU.
The programmer has to state explicitly the data region that must be
available on the device memory. UPC, a representative of languages
using PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space), create an address
space window for non-local data. Code flow still has to be explicitly
organized and synchronized.
3. The Toolchain
The reduced variant of Conway’s Game of Life shown in Figure 1
illustrates a program that Molly can optimize. The original Game
of Life is a 9-point stencils whereas this variant has only 5 points.
The example does 100 iterations and copies back the last iteration’s
result because pointer swaps cannot (yet) be handled in SCoPs.
#include <molly.h>
[[molly::pure]]
bool hasLife(bool hadLife, int neighbors) {
if (hadLife)
return 2 <= neighbors && neighbors <= 3;
return neighbors == 3;
}
molly::array<bool,1024,1024> front;
molly::array<bool,1024,1024> back;
int main() {
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i+=1) {
for (int x=1,w=front.length(0); x < w-1; x+=1)
for (int y=1,h=front.length(1); y < h-1; y+=1) {
S1: auto neighbors = front[x-1][y] + front[x][y+1];
neighbors += front[x+1][y] + front[x][y-1];
auto living = hasLife(front[x][y], neighbors);
back[x][y] = living;
}
for (int x=1,w=back.length(0); x < w-1; x+=1)
for (int y=1,h=back.length(1); y < h-1; y+=1)
S2: front[x][y] = back[x][y];
}
return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
Figure 1. Conway’s Game of Life
Such molly::array-typed variables that are distributed are called
fields in this paper. This comes from physics’ jargong of a quantity
for every point in spacetime. They are a typical application for such
arrays, notably in lattice QCD.
3.1 The Clang Part
Clang [10] is the C, C++ and Objective-C frontend that compiles
source files of those languages into LLVM [9] intermediate repre-
sentation, also called LLVM IR. It has to be modified in order to
pass information on distributed arrays to the optimizer as metadata.
First, there is a new header file molly.h which declares the
molly::array variadic template class. It represents a distributed
array of arbitrary size and dimensions. Its semantics are different
than the standard C++ arrays. Pointer arithmetic beyond the current
element are invalid. The compiler may change the elements’ order,
the value might be outdated or even not stored on the local node.
The header file uses an overloaded index operator in order to
make field accesses like back[x][y] = living resemble
bool *ptr = __builtin_molly_ptr(&back, x, y);
*ptr = living;
builtin molly ptr is a compiler-builtin and returns a
pointer. The value of the pointer is meaningless if the value has
no location on the current node. Later passes need to fix-up for
this.
Clang also generates metadata for every distributed array. The
information include what the element type is, as well as the shape
of the array. The template arguments are not kept when translated
to the respective LLVM type.
In principle, any language frontend can generate such kind of
accesses and forward it to LLVM, but for the current project only
C++ is supported.
3.2 The LLVM Part
The intermediate representation of the previous snippet that is
passed to LLVM is shown in Figure 2. The newly introduced
LLVM intrinsic llvm.molly.ptr semantically resembles the
%1 = call i8* llvm.molly.ptr(%"class.molly::array"* @back, i64 %x, i64 %y)
store i8 %living, i8* %1
Figure 2. Equivalent LLVM IR code of “back[x][y] = living”
GetElementPtr instruction: it returns the pointer to an array’s
element, but logically allows accessing remote memory.
Because pointer arithmetic is disallowed on values returned
by llvm.molly.ptr, only load and store instructions can use
it. Whenever the Molly pass encounters a load/store of a pointer
returned by llvm.molly.ptr it may look up the accessed field
and the coordinates to know what element is accessed.
Molly is a module-level pass, therefore it has access to all
molly::array<> variables and all the location they are used.
Hence, it is possible to align value distributions of the fields, but
is currently not implemented. A simple block-distribution is used
and instructions are executed on the node that owns the value they
compute (owner computes rule).
The next step is to create an isolated basic block for every field
access. The splits must happen because the data source domains
where either local data of remote data is accessed do not match.
For instance, the data for front[x-1][y] is local to node (0, 0)
on iteration (x, y) = (512, 1), but on node (1, 0) for the access
front[x][y+1] although both accesses must be executed on the
same node because they both access the scalar neighbors.
Data between the statement is exchanged through variables on
the stack, for instance the variable neighbors. There is no inter-
node transfer generated for such non-field scalar variables and
therefore must always be executed on the same node.
3.3 Polly: SCoP-Detection
At this stage Polly detects whether a loop structure is SCoP-
compatible and if so, identifies the statements and their natural
scheduling parameters (iteration domain and relative ordering).
The isolation from the previous step ensures that every field access
gets its own statement and can therefore scheduled independent of
the rest.
Next, Molly introduces two virtual statements that are executed
before and after all the statements in the SCoP, called prologue and
epilogue. The prologue virtually writes everything and the epilogue
reads every data location referred to in the SCoP. They are use to
compute the data flow into and out of the SCoP.
The data dependencies between the statements are computed
by ISL. Molly requires the flow dependencies (read-after-write)
of data in fields and local memory independently. Other types of
dependencies (write-after-write and write-after-read) are irrelevant
because Molly does not change the ordering of instructions, but
needs to know where data is used and generated.
ISL determines direct dependencies only, i.e. for every value
that is read it is able to determine the unique statement instance
that computed that value, as long as all array index expressions are
affine.
3.4 Molly
Then, Molly has to decide on which node a statement is executed.
By default, statements are executed preferably on the same node
as one of the statements that produces its input. Statements that
produce data that needs to be written back at the SCoP’s end (i.e.
has a dependency to the epilogue) is computed on that data’s home
location. Analogous for statements that read data from before the
statements, i.e. dependencies from the prologue.
Statements that produce data written to a node-local variable
(i.e. non-field flow dependency) need to be executed on at least all
the nodes that potentially consume it.
The next section also belongs to the Molly-part, but explains
the core message passing optimization and therefore has its own
section.
4. Communication Code Generation
The main part is the generation of code that transfers the data
between the nodes. We start off explaining some terminology used
in polyhedral optimization and notation used in this paper.
4.1 Application Modeling
Molly needs information about six different spaces and the relation
between them in order to transform a program. The spaces are
• Ω, the set of all statement in the SCoP. Typical names for
statements are R, S1, S2, G, C etc.
• P ⊆ ZNP , the set of computing nodes or processors; also
called the cluster space. A coordinate is typically named (a, b)
or ~p.
• DS ⊆ Z
NS , the domain of the statement S ∈ Ω; also called the
iteration space. Typical variable names are~i, ~j. (i, j) can also
denote a single coordinate.
• F , the set of fields. The only specific fields on this paper are
front and back, the arrays from Figure 1.
• Ie ⊆ Z
Ne , the set of addressable indexes of a field e ∈ F ,
therefore called the indexset space. An index is typically named
~k.
• T ⊆ ZNT , the scheduled time of the statements in the current
SCoP, also called the scatter space.
TheNP,S,e,T describe the number of dimensions of the spaces.
A tuple (S,~i) ⊆ Ω × DS is called an instance of statement S. A
tuple (S,~i, ~p) ⊆ Ω × DS × P is called an execution of instance
(S,~i) on node ~p.
The previous analyses of a SCoP by Polly and Molly resulted in
the following functions and relations between those spaces:
• θS : DS → T , the schedule of every statement representing the
time of execution in a sequential program.
• λS : DS → 2
F×I , the field elements a statement accesses,
usually at most one, with the exception of the prologue and
epilogue.
• (G,~iG) δ (C,~iC) is the flow-dependence relation in which the
consumer instance (C,~iC) reads a value computed by the pro-
ducer/generator instance (G,~iG).
• pie∈F : Ie → 2
P , the node that owns and stores a field element,
called the home location. Multiple nodes may be responsible for
the same element in which case all of them must store the same
value.
• piS∈Ω : DS → 2
P , on which node a statement will be executed.
A single statement can also be executed on several nodes. This
is called the where-mapping. An execution (S,~i, ~p) is therefore
restricted to the nodes ~p ∈ piS .
For any two statements G and C let (G, iG) δ (C, iC) the data
flow dependence between a data-generating statementG and a con-
sumerC. They both access the field element λG(~iG) = λC(~iC). In
case the statement instances are executed on different nodes, some
communication code must be generated between them.
To avoid transferring single values with immense overhead val-
ues are grouped into chunks, such that all data of one chunk can
be written to the same buffer (per destination), then sent and re-
ceived. Two values cannot be in the same chunk iff there is a direct
or indirect dependency between the statement that produce them.
Definition 1 (Chunking Function). A chunking function is an pro-
jection ϕ : (Ω,D) → (Ω,D) of statement instances to representa-
tive instances. By convention ϕ is idempotent, i.e. any representa-
tive instance projects to itself. The equivalence classes [ϕ(R,~j)] =
{(S,~i) | ϕ(R,~j) = (S,~i)} are called chunks.
A chunking function is a mean to identify chunks. One can think
of the representative instance as the first statement of the chunk,
although an order may not have been established yet. In fact, any
image space can be used, but any other choice would be more
arbitrary.
Definition 2 (Valid Chunking Function). Let δ∗ be the transitive
closure of flow dependencies between all statements. A chunking
function ϕ is valid if it does not violate any dependencies in δ∗, i.e.
6 ∃(S,~i, S,~i) ∈ ϕ(δ∗), given that δ∗ was irreflexive before.
The objective is to find a valid chunking function with as few
elements as possible and preferably whose chunks are about the
same size. The worst chunking, but always possible function is the
identity function. This yields to every value transferred individually
as mentioned before.
If the chunking function as well as the dependencies are (piece-
wise) affine, finding a chunking function with minimal chunks in-
volves finding a solution of an inequality system.
Let (G,~iG) → (C,~iC) be a dependency of δ
∗. ~iG 6= ~iC
because otherwise the instance requires data that itself produces
which is invalid. Let ϕ{G,C}(~i) = α0io + α1i1 . . . a possible
chunking function with unknown α0,.... For validity, we have to
find α0,..., s.t. ϕ(~iG) 6= ϕ(~iC) for all flow dependencies. The goal
is a function ϕ whose image spans minimally per dimension.
This problem is analogous to the scheduling problem to find
a schedule with minimal span and therefore maximal parallelism.
One can think of the chunking function collapsing a set of statement
instances that are executed in parallel, but here their data is received
at the same time. An algorithm is suggested in [23].
Molly uses a much simpler algorithm which exploits that loops
are typically already written in a way that allow chunking of inner-
most loops. The algorithm finds the outermost loop such that (1) all
consumer instances of one chunk are executed after all of the gen-
erator instances and (2) the resulting chunking function is valid. (2)
implies (1) because the consumer is always dependent on the gen-
erator and therefore is always scheduled later, but it is much faster
to check and covers most practical cases. Also, this gives the direct
scatter locations where to insert the send and receive statements
and therefore guarantees schedulability. The algorithm is shown as
Algorithm 1.
Once the chunking function id known, Molly can insert calls
that trigger communication and redirect any accesses to remote data
to the communication buffers.
First, Molly builds a giant relation between the representative
instance of the chunk, generator execution, consumer execution,
the field element they access:
Input: parametric flow dependence (G,~iG) δ (C,~iC)
Result: chunking function ϕ
for l=0 (entire SCoP) to NT − 1 (innermost loop of C) do
if not θ(G,~i)0,...,l <lex θ(C,~i)0,...,l then continue;;
// (1)
ϕ = lambda: (C,~i) 7→ (C, (i0, i1, . . . , il, 0, . . . , 0)) ;
δ′ := apply rho on any instance (C,~iC) on the left or
right side of δ (collapse) ;
if ϕ(C,~iC) δ
′∗ ϕ(C,~iC) then continue;; // (2)
return ϕ ;
end
return lambda: (C,~i) 7→ (C,~i) ;
Algorithm 1: Chunking function heuristic
Transfers :=
{
((R,~iR), (G,~ig, ~pg), (C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf )) |
~ig ∈ DG, ~pg ∈ piG(ig),
~ic ∈ DC , ~pc ∈ piC(ig),
(G,~ig)δ(C,~ic),
λC(G,~ig) = (F,~kf ) = λC(~ig),
(R,~iR) = ϕC(~iC)
}
A generator instance can have multiple executions on different
nodes and therefore one has to be picked, preferably the one that
executed on the same node as the consumer if there is one. Molly’s
algorithm for this is to pick the lexicographical minimal. The re-
sult, Transfers′, has a unique tuple (G,~ig, ~pg) for every tuple
(C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf ), and therefore can be defined as a function
Source : (C,~iC , ~pC , F,~kf ) 7→ (G,~ig, ~pg).
To construct the communication events, the relation elements in
Transfers′ are grouped by the chunk they belong to (Equation 1).
For any such chunk Molly creates two static variables, one
for the sending send and another for the receiving side, and six
statements which replace the consumer executions.
1. A call to molly send wait, which waits for the previous
chunk to finish sending data if still active and returns a pointer
to the memory buffer into which the data of the current chunk
must be written. The scatter function on node ~pG to node ~pC
is Equation 2, i.e. one timestep before the first generator execu-
tion. To avoid overlapping with an already existing instance at
this timestep one can simply multiply all the scatter function by
2 or more beforehand.
2. A new generator statement. Instead of writing to local memory,
it writes the buffer returned by the previous statement at an
index that is computed from the hull of field indices that are
to be transferred between the sending and receiving node. The
scatter function is the same as the original generator statement.
3. A call to molly send that starts the transfer. Its scatter is one
step after the last generator execution of this chunk.
4. A call to molly recv wait on every receiving node ~iC . Its
scatter function is Equation 3, one step before the first consume
execution on this node. This runtime function returns a pointer
to the buffer that has been received.
5. A replacement consumer statement which delegates the original
return value of molly ptr to the receiving buffer at the index
Chunk : (R,~iR) 7→
{
((G,~ig, ~pg), (C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf ))
∣∣((R,~iR), (G,~ig, ~pg), (C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf )) ∈ Transfers′
}
Chunks :=
{
Chunk(R,~iR)
∣∣Chunk(R,~iR) 6= ∅
}
(1)
θsend wait(R,~iR) = min
lex
({ θ(G,~iG)|((G,~ig , ~pg), (C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf )) ∈ Transfers
′}) − (0 . . . , 1) (2)
θrecv wait(R,~iR) = min
lex
({ θ(C,~iC)|((G,~ig , ~pg), (C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf )) ∈ Transfers
′}) − (0 . . . , 1) (3)
θrecv(R,~iR) = max
lex
({ θ(C,~iC)|((G,~ig , ~pg), (C,~iC , ~pC), (F,~kf )) ∈ Transfers
′}) + (0 . . . , 1) (4)
computed the same way as the sendbuffer of the generator
statement.
6. A call to molly recv that releases the receive-buffer and
resets the communication object in order to be prepared for the
next chunk. Its scatter function on node is Equation 3, that is,
one timestep behind the last replacement consumer.
In addition, Molly generates calls initialization- and release-
functions for every chunk and transfer source/destination . They
setup (respectively free) the target node coordinate, the buffer size
and an unique identifier (tag) for every communication event in
advance. For the receiving nodes, it also resets the buffer to ready
state.
Finally, all the original generator statements are removed.
All the consumers now read from the communication buffers
such that the original writes are unused. As a result, no calls to
llvm.molly.ptr remain active in this SCoP.
Dataflows from the prologue and to the epilogue are special
cases of the more general flow between arbitrary statements. The
difference is that the reading part reads from, respectively writes
to the local storage of the field access per node. The prologue
and epilogue are singleton statements (per node) that touch all
the data. Therefore, there is just a single chunk that transfers data
to, respectively out of the SCoP. Flows from the prologure to the
epilogue can be ignored.
Since Polly does not understand placements of statement in-
stances (pi) one has to reduce them to something more generic. The
coordinate of the currently executing node is added as a parame-
ter of the SCoP (the same way runtime parameters like the upper
bound of a for-loop). Then, the iteration relation~i, which implicitly
uses these parameters, is modified such that the statement instances
are removed that
4.2 Polly: Code Optimization and Generation
Once the communication statements and iteration domains are
fixed, the set of statements are given to Polly again. Polly may
apply additional optimizations that reorder statements by apply-
ing different scatter functions (θ), vectorize and parallelize using
OpenMP. There are two different optimization engines that Polly
supports: PLuTo [24] and ISL [12].
Polly’s final part is to generate IR code again from the state-
ment instances. Again, Polly supports two engines: Cloog [25] and
ISL [12]. The original code will be deactivated and finally removed
by the dead code elimination pass.
ISL is required by Polly in any case and can do optimization
and code generation, the other two engines are therefore optional.
4.3 Finalization
A few smaller task remain to be done. There can be leftover
llvm.molly.ptr remaining in the code that were not inside a
SCoP because they potentially access non-local data and they are
unknown to the LLVM machine code generator1. Accesses to its
returned pointer are replaced by the runtime functions with the
names molly value load and molly value store that han-
dle single value transfers in a synchronous manner. This is slow,
but necessary for correctness.
Moreover, a set of functions for accessing the local data storage
is being generated. The data ordering is just known to the compiler,
therefore the runtime needs a way to find the correct index inside
local memory. They are needed, for instance, to implement the
previous functions that transfer single values between nodes.
Finally the main function is wrapped by another runtime func-
tion which now serves as the entry point. The runtime main ini-
tializes the communication API and calls the transfer buffer ini-
tialization functions, calls the application’s main, and releases any
resources before exiting the application. As additional parameters
it receives the geometry of nodes the application has been compiled
for. It must abort if it doesn’t match the geometry it is running an
since correctness is not guaranteed anymore.
The runtime needs to call the application’s main function by
itself because some communication APIs may change the applica-
tion’s command line parameters. Noteably MPI Init is allowed to
do this if the implementation submits the command line parameters
by some other way than by calling the executable on the target node
with said parameters in advance.
4.4 MollyRT
MollyRT is the runtime library for applications compiled with
Molly. It provides implementations of functions that are called
during the code generation as mentioned in the previous section.
The current library’s only backend is the Message Passing Inter-
face (MPI) which is available on virtually every cluster supercom-
puter these days. But other interfaces are thought of as well, espe-
cially the close-to-the-metal System Programming Interface (SPI)
of the Blue Gene/Q. The MPI overhead on this machine is im-
mense. Other possible backends are possible of as well: Transfers
between threads/processes of a shared memory machine, SHMEM,
IBM PAMI, PGAS, etc.
The mapping between the MollyRT functions and the MPI
functions is obvious in ost cases. Communication buffers setup
requests using MPI persistent transfers upon their initialization.
The wait-functions call MPI Wait on these. molly send and
molly recv issue an MPI Start.
5. Example: Conway’s Game of Life
The first part of the Molly passes is the isolation of basic blocks
that contain field accesses. Originally, the Game of Life code in
Figure 1 has two blocks inside the loops that do not belong to a
for-loop. We can ignore the return statement as is does not contain
a field access nor does it belong to a SCoP. Isolation yields 9 basic
blocks resembling Figure 3.
1Unsurprisingly, there is no assembly instruction that can localize remote
memory on DMMs. That’s why they are termed that way.
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i+=1) {
for (int x=1, w=front.length(0); x < w-1; x+=1)
for (int y=1, h=front.length(1); y < h-1; y+=1) {
S1.1: int neighbors = front[x-1][y]
S1.2: neighbors += front[x][y+1];
S1.3: neighbors += front[x+1][y];
S1.4: neighbors += front[x][y-1];
S1.5: auto hadLife = front[x][y];
S1.6: auto living = hasLife(hadLife, neighbors);
S1.7: back[x][y] = living;
}
for (int x=1, w=back.length(0); x < w-1; x+=1)
for (int y=1, h=back.length(1); y < h-1; y+=1) {
S2.1: auto tmp = back[x][y];
S2.2: front[x][y] = tmp;
}
}
Figure 3. SCoP with isolated field accesses
Running Polly’s SCoP-detection then creates a SCoP and indi-
vidual statements from these basic blocks. The analysis result be-
low shows the statements with their domains (D) and scatter func-
tion θ. The scatter space T is determines by the number of loops
(=3) plus the order of statements within the loops, respectively the
order of the outermost loops and statements.
Ω = {S1.1, S1.2, S1.3, S1.4, S1.5, S1.6, S1.7, S2.1, S2.2}
DS1.1...S1.7 = {(i, x, y) | 0 ≤ i < 100, 1 ≤ x, y < 1023}
DS2.1,S2.2 = {(i, x, y) | 0 ≤ i < 100, 1 ≤ x, y < 1023}
T = Z7
θS1.α(i, x, y) = (0, i, 0, x, 0, y, α)
θS2.α(i, x, y) = (0, i, 1, x, 0, y, α)
Molly reads the metadata generated by Clang to find which
global variables are fields. In this example, there are two fields:
front and back. The indexset domains are always zero-based and
the dimension’s sizes have been declared in the source files. The
fields are accessed in the isolated statements with the elements
accessed determined by the λ-function.
F = {front, back}
Ifront,back = {(w, h) | 0 ≤ w, h < 1024}
λS1.1(i, x, y) = {(front, (x− 1, y))}
λS1.2(i, x, y) = {(front, (x, y + 1))}
λS1.3(i, x, y) = {(front, (x+ 1, y))}
λS1.4(i, x, y) = {(front, (x, y − 1))}
λS1.5(i, x, y) = {(front, (x, y))}
λS1.6(i, x, y) = ∅
λS1.7(i, x, y) = {(back, (x, y))}
λS2.1(i, x, y) = {(back, (x, y))}
λS2.2(i, x, y) = {(front, (x, y))}
To compute the flow a data into and out of the SCoP, the vir-
tual statements Prologue and Epilogue are added to the list of
statements. They execute just once (Equation 5), upon entering the
SCoP (Equation 6), respectively after the execution of all state-
ments (Equation 7). The both touch all the data, the prologue is
a virtual write access and the epilogue as a read access.
Ω′ = Ω ∪ {Prologue,Epilogue}
DPrologue,Epilogue = {()} (5)
θPrologue() = (−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (6)
θEpilogue() = (+1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (7)
λPrologue,Epilogue() = {(e, (w, h)) | e ∈ {front, back}, (w, g) ∈ Ie}
Now, Molly can compute the data flow between the statements,
or def-use chains. For brevity, the exact set constraints are omitted
here, but of course there can only be a flow between instances that
are in the iteration domain D.
Equations 8 to 12 describe the direct data flow between the
statements. These are data transfers within a SCoP whose chunk
size will be computed later. Equations 13 to 17 are values that must
be read from the local storage and potentially transferred to another
node if the consumer statement is executed on another node. The
data flows 18 to 19 are not overwritten by any other statement and
therefore must be written back to the local storages.
Field flow deps:
(S1.7, (i, x, y)) δ (S2.1, (i, x, y)) (8)
(S2.2, (i− 1, x− 1, y)) δ (S1.1, (i, x, y)) (9)
(S2.2, (i− 1, x, y + 1)) δ (S1.2, (i, x, y)) (10)
(S2.2, (i− 1, x+ 1, y)) δ (S1.3, (i, x, y)) (11)
(S2.2, (i− 1, x, y − 1)) δ (S1.4, (i, x, y)) (12)
(Prologue, ()) δ (S1.1, (0, x, y)) (13)
(Prologue, ()) δ (S1.2, (0, x, y)) (14)
(Prologue, ()) δ (S1.3, (0, x, y)) (15)
(Prologue, ()) δ (S1.4, (0, x, y)) (16)
(Prologue, ()) δ (S1.5, (0, x, y)) (17)
(S1.7, (99, x, y)) δ (Epilogue, ()) (18)
(S2.2, (99, x, y)) δ (Epilogue, ()) (19)
Equations 20 to 25 are non-field flows, i.e. they are stored and
loaded from memory that is always local. Therefore, they force
related instances to be executed on the same node.
(S1.1, (i, x, y)) δ (S1.2, (i, x, y)) (20)
(S1.2, (i, x, y)) δ (S1.3, (i, x, y)) (21)
(S1.3, (i, x, y)) δ (S1.4, (i, x, y)) (22)
(S1.4, (i, x, y)) δ (S1.6, (i, x, y)) (23)
(S1.5, (i, x, y)) δ (S1.6, (i, x, y)) (24)
(S2.1, (i, x, y)) δ (S2.2, (i, x, y)) (25)
The geometry of the nodes must be fixed here. In this example,
the cluster consists of 64 nodes in an 8 × 8 mesh. The block
distribution result in 128× 128-sized tiles.
P = {(a, b) | 0 ≤ a, b < 8}
pifront,back(w, h) = (bw/128c, bh/128c) (26)
Based on the owner-computes policy, one possible distribution
of statement instances to executions is presented below.
piS1.7(i, x, y) = piback(x, y)
piS2.2(i, x, y) = pifront(x, y)
The non-field dependencies 20 to 25 now force the rest of the
statements to be computed on the same nodes as the consumers:
piS1.1...S1.6(i, x, y) = piS1.7(i, x, y) = piback(x, y)
piS1.2(i, x, y) = piS2.2(i, x, y) = pifront(x, y)
Next, one has to find a chunking function for the intra-SCoP
flow dependencies. This example shows the chunking of one of the
flows, the one of Equation 9. The Algorithm 1 computes a level
of independence of 2 since the for-loop on i serializes the two
interior loops. In addition, no dependence is violated. The chunking
function therefore isϕS1.1(i, x, y) = (S1.1, (i, 1, 1)), or any other
representative consumer with fixed i.
The transfer relation therefore becomes the Equation 27. Since
the generator instances S2.2 are each executed on exactly one
node, no unique producer has to be chosen and Transfers′ =
Transfers. The chunks become Equation 28.
For transferring the data between statements S2.2 and S1.1 two
possibilities remain: The case pifront(x − 1, y) = pifront(x, y),
i.e. the value is used on the same node where it is computed, and
pifront(x − 1, y) 6= pifront(x, y) i.e. the value is computed on
on the neighbor node. These are the elements {(front, (w, h)) ∈
Ifront | w = 128a − 1, 128b ≤ h < 128(b + 1)} that need to be
transferred from node (a − 1, b) (where the producer executes) to
(a, b) (where the consumer executes). Per source node/target node
either 128 or 127 (at the extremities) values have to be transferred.
A possible indexing function into the communication buffer can be
f(w, h) = h− 128b, where b = bh/128c as of Equation 26.
Therefore, on the producer node, Molly generates three state-
ments to prepare the send buffer, write the value into the send buffer
and then start the transfer. Analogously, there are three statements
on the receiver side. For instance, Molly generates a statement Srecv
on the receiving node (a, b) that calls molly recv((a − 1, b))
with the properties
Drecv = {(i) | 1 ≤ i < 100}
θrecv(i) = (0, i, 128a, 0, 128b,−0.5)
pirecv(i) = {(a, b) ∈ P}
6. Experiments
The example program in Figure 1 has been executed on the Blue
Gene/Q supercomputer in Jlich. The results are shown in Table 1,
with varying field sizes (1024 in the Figure) and on different num-
ber of nodes. The times are averaged over three executions of the
SCoP with one warmup execution before.
The experiments show the approximately perfect weak scaling
of the program and on this hardware. If the tile size per node is
1282, the 100 iterations take almost exactly one second, whatever
the total number of nodes in the system. The nodes on the mesh
surface have less work to do, therefore the execution with just 4
nodes takes just 0.9 seconds.
The Blue Gene/Q compute nodes have 16 physical cores with 4-
way SMT2 each. Up to 64 ranks can be put onto one node, in which
3Ranks per node (virtual MPI nodes per physical processor)
4Tile size per rank
5Million lattice-site updates per second (executions of hasLife)
2Hardware threads
Geometry RpN3 Field size TpN4 Time MegaLUPS5
2x2 1 2562 1282 0.9 s 7
4x4 1 5122 1282 1 s 26.1
8x8 1 5122 642 0.3 s 98.1
8x8 1 10242 1282 1 s 104.8
8x8 1 20482 2562 4 s 104.5
8x8 1 40962 5122 15.8 s 106.3
8x8 1 81922 10242 63 s 106.5
16x16 1 20482 1282 1 s 418.9
32x32 1 40962 1282 1 s 1577.2
32x32 16 40962 1282 1 s 1669.8
32x32 64 40962 1282 1.7 s 1010
64x64 64 81922 1282 1.7 s 4064.6
128x128 64 163842 1282 1.7 s 16168.6
Table 1. Runtimes of the reduced Game of Life (Figure 1) on Blue
Gene/Q.
case the execution time increases to just 1.7 seconds, but gets even
a little faster with one rank per core due to in-memory transfers on
the node.
The program also scales as expected if the size of the tile per
rank increases. Per 4-times larger time, the program takes 4 times
longer to execute. The number of stencil executions per seconds
remains approximately the same.
Of course, this serves more as a demonstration of the capabili-
ties of Molly than to run the Game of Life. Any optimized Game of
Life program reaches this performance without thousands of nodes
with techniques that are not in Molly’s scope. In addition, the code
generated by Molly is not as optimal as it could. For instance, it
generates a lot of unnecessary conversions between 32- and 64-bit
integers.
7. Extensions
The current implementation is fairly limiting and yet unusable
for practical uses. In the current state Molly is no more than a
prototype. The most severe missing capabilities are
• Reductions are not supported. In the current implementation a
reduction is detected as a non-field dependency that cases all
statements to be executed on every node.
• Field elements must be scalars. As pointer arithmetic on ele-
ment pointers are forbidden, no byte offset can be added before
reading or writing to any member except the first.
• Support for periodic boundary conditions (arrays that are tori
instead of meshes)
• Runtime information on the chosen data layout. This is neces-
sary, for instance, to implement filling a field with data from
a file, where each node loads a section of the file and stores it
locally.
• Fields must be global variables. Fields local to a function or as
a struct member do not work. Also, fields cannot be passed as
arguments to functions.
• Conditionals inside the SCoP, even if statically determined,
are unsupported. Conditionals on affine constraints can just be
subtracted from the iteration domain. Other conditions might
be handled as a no-op write of the condition is not met (F[~k] =
cond ? newValue : F[~k]).
At least the first four capabilities are required for LatticeQCD
simulation and therefore planned as part of my PhD thesis. Some
more visionary features are presented in the following.
Transfers =
{
(S1.1, (i, 1, 1), S2.2, (i− 1, x− 1, y), (b(x− 1)/128c, by/128c), S1.1, (i, x, y), (bx/128c, by/128c))
}
(27)
Chunks =
{
{(S2.2, (i− 1, x− 1, y), pifront(x− 1, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
producer
, S1.1, (i, x, y), pifront(x, y))︸ ︷︷ ︸
consumer
, front, (x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
field element
}0≤i<99
}
(28)
7.1 Explicit Data Distribution
The current implementation always uses a fixed block-distribution
with equally sized blocks of data for every node. Data regions do
not overlap. Further development will allows the programmer to
define an arbitrary mapping by annotation the field declaration with
a #pragma. For instance, the following annotation interchanges
the index dimensions such that the data is stored in column-major
format, instead of the default of row-major in C, by reversing the
indexing. The home location(s) can be selected as well.
#pragma molly transform("{ [i,j] -> [j,i] }", 0)
molly::array<bool,128> field;
Further ideas include tiling of memory areas, grouping el-
ements for access using SIMD-style loads, using space-filling
curves (Hilbert Curve, Z-Curve) for local indexing and compiler-
generated indirect addressing (F[Idx[~k]]) if the index function be-
comes too complicated. One might even switch the data layout
dynamically at runtime based on what the next operation on it will
be3.
Furthermore, Molly might decide itself where to place data
based on heuristics on the SCoPs that access them.
7.2 Explicit Statement Distribution
Instead of employing a policy like “owner computes”, the user
might explicitly state where to execute a statement. This gives more
control to the programmer who might know better what gives the
best performance or wants to try out different possibilities.
#pragma molly where("{[i,x,y]->[floor(x/128),floor(y/128)]}")
auto living = hasLife(front[x][y], neighbors);
8. Conclusion
Molly is a compiler extension intended to take away the complex-
ity of writing scientific programs for distributed memory machines
by generating the necessary communication code. Such commu-
nication code often has the same patterns but is difficult to write
because a lot of index computations, allocations, node synchroniza-
tions etc. are involved. The goal is not to take away control from
the programmer who can still decide where to place and execute
computations and data. Quite the contrary, the developer can try
out different configurations to see which runs faster on a particular
machine.
In contrast to previous attempts on automatic parallelization on
distributed memory machines Molly does not try to be the one tool
that fits it all but optimizes only special cases well. Nor does it
introduce a new programming language that forces the developer
to only use high-level constructs. The programmer does not need to
write explicitly for a specific architecture but still has full control if
needed for optimization. The integration into the general purpose
compiler Clang+LLVM hopefully simplifies its use. It also has the
advantage of taking away the necessity of reinventing the wheel for
every language feature or optimization.
The first experiments give a promising outlook on what is pos-
sible for a large class of scientific programs. These include stencil-
computations, image processing, linear algebra, differential equa-
tions, quantum chemistry, quantum physics and generally anything
3The author did this for the manual optimization of lattice QCD
that can be expressed as a static control part (SCoP). It is not in-
tended for other things like bioinformatics, data(base) lookups, or
graphs computations.
This work will be part of the author’s PhD thesis that aims to au-
tomatically parallelize Lattice QCD programs for various types of
cluster architectures. It grew from the author’s experience of opti-
mizing such a program manually with many different optimization
where most involved writing just a lot of boilerplate code. A com-
parison of the manually and Molly-optimized program will appear
in the PhD thesis.
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